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Richard smiled.

Everything is under control.

“Everyone knows that my brother Jefferson was imprisoned by Erudia!”

Richard said.

“know!”

“Then next, I will send someone to rescue my brother, and rescue people under the nose of Erudia
Messiah!”
“what does that mean?”

Someone immediately said: “This means that Erudia’s fortifications are useless to us, and we can go
wherever we want! Erudia’s interior is empty,

and it was disintegrated by us!”

“Yes! That means Erudia is basically ours!”

Richard smiled: “Yes, nothing wrong! What would the world say at that time? What would the
people of Erudia think?”

Everyone smiled.

At that time, the psychological defense of the people in Erudia was basically defeated.

“That’s not enough! Keep adding fire!”

There were flashes of cold light in Richard’s eyes.

“Huh? Still more?”

Everyone was surprised.

“Which is the most important place in Erudia?”

“Of course it is the capital city! If the capital city is taken, it is equivalent to half of Erudia under
control. In terms of momentum, it can be said that

Erudia is completely controlled!”

Other humane.

Richard smiled and said: “Okay, we will send a master directly into the capital to destroy the major
institutions of Erudia directly! For example,

Messiah and the like!”

“We should destroy what we should destroy, what we should catch!”

“At some point, it can be said that Erudia will be defeated by enemies inside and outside, and it will
be completely disintegrated by us!”

Richard smiled.

“Okay! This method is great!”

“Moreover, Erudia has now dispatched all the forces that can be sent out to the war zone. The
fortification of the capital must be empty. We will

send masters to completely take the capital!”

“At that time, it can be said that Erudia has been occupied by us. I am afraid that the Erudia fighters
on the front line will defeat themselves without

fighting!”

…

Everyone admired Richard’s wit more and more.

Richard laughed and said: “Now our strength is limited, and all that should be sent out have been
sent out!”

“If you want to follow my two plans, you need to borrow someone!”

“Understand, leave this to us! Let’s borrow a master!”

…

Less than three hours.

The masters borrowed from the Domination Alliance are here.

This is borrowed from another country.

At this knot, everyone wants to step on Erudia.

Naturally, many countries have agreed to lend a master.

“Okay! The first batch of departure, be sure to save my brother unscathed!”

“Wait for the second batch of masters, it’s not time yet!”

Richard gave the order.

Qilong prison is located on the northwest plateau of Erudia.

Jefferson is being held here.

In order to prevent other things from happening.

Levi Garrison asked him to be locked up in this prison with the highest defensive factor.

He also deliberately reinforced guards.

In the ice and snow.

Soldiers are constantly patrolling.

After all, the prisoners are all murderous criminals.

On the high mountains in the distance.

Hundreds of warriors appeared wearing black clothes and carrying samurai swords.

They are masters sent by Richard.

From the equipment point of view, they must have been loaned by Dong Dao to the Domination
Alliance.

“action!”

Riding the night.

They set off.

As expected, each of them is a supreme powerhouse.

Hundreds of people came to the prison from the top of a mountain a kilometer away in an instant.

“kill!!!”

Hundreds of people rushed directly.

“Boom boom boom…”

At this moment, the prison suddenly turned on bright lights.

Shine here as bright as day.

“We have been waiting for you for a long time, welcome to die!”

The moment the bright light shines, these Higashishima samurai are shocked one after another.

All were stunned on the spot.

Everyone was dumbfounded.

It’s like someone who shines in a demon mirror with the light, and instantly shines them out of the
prototype.

Especially the sound from behind.

They were even more stunned.

Erudia had expected them to come here?

The moment the voice sounded, a group of figures appeared from behind them.

It was Long Hanzhou and the others.

On the high wall of the prison in front, Levi Garrison stood there with a smile on his face.

There was a man kneeling beside him. ..

It was Jefferson.

It turned out that Levi Garrison said that he would appear in an unexpected place, but it turned out
to be here.

He had expected that the Domination of the League would save Jefferson.

Especially the current situation and the public opinion and psychological warfare used by the
enemy.

All fit this point.

Sure enough, he squatted to the big fish.

Jefferson was about to cry.

I thought it would be completely free this time.

However, this plague god came early and had seen everything through.

“Kill them! Leave none!”

Levi Garrison gave an order.

Long Hanzhou they all rushed up.

Although there are hundreds of Samurai in Toshima, and each of them is a supreme powerhouse.

But the overall strength, or the person led by Long Hanzhou, is stronger.

It’s just crushing and killing.

More than a dozen Samurai warriors of Toshima were forced to rush into the prison instead.

A dozen people jumped onto the prison wall.

Toward Levi Garrison to kill.

When Jefferson ignited hope, he saw more than a dozen Supreme Warriors being beaten to death
by Levi Garrisonsheng with his fists.

terrible!

Terrible!

It turns out that this damn is not an ordinary person at all!

No wonder hitting yourself hurts so much?

Immediately, Levi Garrison looked at him slowly, and said with a smile: “How courageous, dare to
come to save you? Then the punishment will be on

you!”

“Cracking…”

Levi Garrison had another painful beating at Jefferson.

Jefferson had just recovered and was beaten back by Levi Garrison.

“Go! Let’s support the Northern Territory Theater! Take him with you!”

Levi Garrison did not stay much.

Immediately led everyone to the fourth line of defense in the northern theater to support.

Jefferson wanted to cry without tears.

Richard, who is far abroad, is still waiting for information.

“It stands to reason that someone should be saved!”

Although Richard is confident.

But this is his own brother, and he is still worried.

“Mr. Richard, please rest assured, people will definitely be saved. It’s just that the terrain in the
north of Erudia is steep. It will take time to return!”

Richard nodded.

now.

The situation in the northern theater is extremely severe.

Leading the team is the Dragon and Tiger monk of the Dragon Tiger Temple, one of the four great
protectors of the country.

He practiced horizontal kung fu from the Buddhist school, and it is said that he can possess the
same body and strength as a dragon and a tiger.

Strength is the sixth heaven.

He has brought many masters, but he is not weak.

But the other party is stronger.

Now the dragon, tiger and god monk led the crowd to huddle between the fourth and fifth lines of
defense.

There is oppression by the army that dominates the alliance ahead.

There was harassment by crooked doors in the rear.

They suffered too much.

Moreover, the support sent by Messiah was intercepted by a crooked door outside the fifth line of
defense, and there was no way to get in.

After another wave of defense.

The dragon tiger god monk held a high-level meeting.

“If this continues, we won’t be able to hold it for a day! There are too many strong enemies at the
sixth heaven level, and we can’t hold it!”

“And those evil demons outsiders are even more hateful!”

…

They are discussing countermeasures.

The evil way is discussing how to attack them.

Nearly thirty evil sect forces are ready to attack.

As everyone knows, Levi Garrison sees everything in his eyes.

This trick is called a mantis catching a cicada, and the oriole is behind.

Levi Garrison has been here for a long time.

Under Levi Garrison’s forbidden technique, everyone’s breath was hidden.

Even the powerhouse of the sixth heaven could not notice it at all.

Therefore, every move of these evil sects is under the control of Levi Garrison.

In addition, the support sent by Messiah was almost wiped out by them.

They would never think that there was someone behind them.

“The dragons, tigers, gods and monks just beat us back, and they never thought that we would
attack again!”

“attack!”

…

Thousands of evil masters again quietly approached the middle area of the fourth and fifth defense
lines in the darkness. m.bg.

But what they didn’t notice was that the companions behind were disappearing one by one.

After walking out dozens of miles.

There are hundreds of thousands of people left.

But hundreds of people can be followed by a large number of masters.

That was Levi Garrison coming to them.

So the hundreds of people in front were not aware of it at all.

Keep going.

After all, you can feel someone behind.

“kill!”

After arriving at the designated location, all the evil masters rushed out.

The dragons, tigers and monks who had received Levi Garrison’s signal on the opposite side directly
attacked.

“This……”

Soon the evil masters were dumbfounded.

What’s going on here?

Aren’t they five thousand people?

Why are there hundreds of people left?

Wasn’t there a lot of people behind just now?

Looking at the back, all the people in the dark are crowded.

But there is no familiar face.

Levi Garrison smiled and said, “Kill!”

Hundreds of people were flanked back and forth.

Soon it showed a trend of decline.

However, there are more than a dozen evil masters of the Six Heavens, which are still obstacles.

Under the watchful eye of tens of thousands.

Levi Garrison beat these people abruptly.

The Sixth Heavenly Master was in front of Levi Garrison, no different from ordinary people.

Everyone looked silly.

Including dragons, tigers, gods and monks.

Erudia still has such a top master?

This is terrible!

Erudia has hope.

The morale of the soldiers in the north has risen sharply.

“From now on, you all listen to me!”

“Attack the enemy! A quick fight! Don’t give the enemy time to breathe!”

…

Under Levi Garrison’s leadership, the soldiers were as if they were beaten up with blood.

Charge forward.

It is estimated that the army that dominates the Alliance’s attack on the northern border also did
not expect it.

They will use offense instead of defense.

Will attack them all-round.

Straightforward.

In a hurry, I can only challenge.

Everyone was almost scared to pee when they played against each other.

The opponent’s combat effectiveness is too strong.

Especially the headed person.

Specialize in killing the powerhouses of the sixth heaven and the fifth heaven.

The other warriors and warriors of Erudia were led by Levi Garrison.

It is also more courageous.

Hit the opponent completely.

…

The battle lasted for five hours.

The army that dominates the Northern Territory of the Alliance is completely overthrown.

No one stayed.

They were all killed by Levi Garrison.

This is Levi Garrison’s plan.

Take it quickly.

Let the enemy overreact.

In this way, the enemy would not know that both the southern and northern war zones were lost.

Levi Garrison was able to surprise the most important eastern and western regions.

“Quickly clear the battlefield! Don’t let the message go out!”

“After all the staff rest, follow me to other places!”

Levi Garrison ordered.

Everyone was excited.

I thought Erudia was about to end.

Didn’t think that Levi Garrison would descend to the earth.

At present, the problems in the two major war zones have been resolved.

“Report King, the message has been blocked! The northern border message cannot be sent out
temporarily!”

Upon hearing this, Levi Garrison smiled.

But at this moment, a major message was released, and the whole world was terrified.

Because one of the four masters who escaped from the southern border released a message.

Revealed the truth of the Southern Territory Theater!

“In the southern sea area of Erudia, the entire army that dominates the Alliance is overwhelmed!
There is no one dead or injured in Erudia!”

“Be wary, be vigilant, Erudia has a strong hole card! It’s like a god!”

“Erudia Southern Border is defended! Dominating the Alliance is defeated! They have a super
presence that can change the situation of the

battle!”

…

As soon as the message came out, the whole world burst into flames.

Ninety-nine percent of people in the world thought that Erudia was going to fall! To fail miserably!

Especially in the sea area, it will definitely be the first to fall!

Because the southern border theater lost contact for a long time.

No information can be sent. ..

The people who went to search for the information also disappeared.

No one knows what happened in the Southern Territory Theater.

Everyone even thinks that the southern border theater has been lost.

Even Messiah thought so.

They almost gave up the Southern Territory Theater.

Thinking about other strategies.

But who would have thought that Erudia won in the Southern Territory Theater.

The entire enemy army is overthrown! ! !

An impossible thing happened!

Soon this matter was confirmed!

it is true!

Erudia in the Southern Territory Theater won a complete victory!

The whole world is bursting and boiling!

Billions of people overseas do not believe this is true!

What did Erudia win?

Especially those who have just left Erudia nationality are all dumbfounded.

Can Erudia hold it?

Avatar?

Heaven is protecting Erudia?

The moment Messiah received the message, he was completely stunned.

They didn’t know anything about the situation in the southern theater.

The message was heard from the outside world?

“What’s going on? The Southern Territory War Zone won?”

Messiah everyone was dumbfounded.

“Is there still no message in the Southern Territory Theater?”

“Can’t Tian Dadao and Long Hanzhou get in touch either?”

…

“Still no message!”

The intelligence department shook his head.

“It’s ridiculous! We won a big battle! As a result, our headquarters didn’t know anything about it!”

“What happened in the Southern Territory Theater? How did you win the battle? Who on earth did
it?”

Everyone looked helpless.

A certain high-level Messiah said: “This is definitely a super master or super power! Is it…”

After he thought of something, his face changed drastically.

Others looked at him one after another: “Could it be that?”

“I can’t say it yet! It needs to be verified!”

That humane.

“What should I do now?”

“First, investigate what happened in the Southern Border Theater!”

“Second, spread the message of victory in the Southern Territory Theater on a large scale to improve
the morale of Erudia!”

…

The overall victory in the Southern Territory Theater was too much for Erudia to boost morale.

The people who were originally gloomy and gloomy were instantly active, as if they had been beaten
up with blood.

Erudia’s soldiers are also very encouraged!

Erudia is invincible!

Levi Garrison also received this message here.

He smiled bitterly and shook his head: “Stop pretending, I’m going to a showdown! Lao Tzu did it!”

But this ruined his plan.

Then the enemy knew of his existence.

Will be crazy against him.

The effect of the surprise attack is no longer there!

“Long Hanzhou?”

“in!”

“First, spread the news of the overall victory of the Northern Territory Theater!”

“Second, hang all the heads of all Sixth Heaven’s enemies on the northern and southern borders of
Erudia! To warn foreign enemies! Erudia

is inviolable!”

Soon, the northern border line.

The heads of thirty-nine six heavenly powerhouses hung on the high wall.

The same goes for the southern border.

The super powers of the sixth heaven were all killed in the end.

The head was hung high!

What a majesty this is!

How invincible is this?

The warning is obvious!

Invade Erudia, cross the border, and kill one by one…

“Extra nickname!”

“Major news!”

“Erudia Qibing God descends to the northern battle zone to win again! The enemy’s entire army is
overthrown! The 34 forces of Erudia’s crooked

door and evil ways have all been slain!”

“No enemy can escape the border!”

“The heads of thirty-eight six-layer supreme-level powerhouses are hung on the high wall!” m.bg.

“There are also eleven Sixth Heavens in the Southern Territory Theater…”

Soon, a new round of battle reports was issued.

News and media reports are flying all over the sky, sweeping Erudia.

Victory is communicated to everyone in the first place.

“Erudia is immortal! Erudia will win!”

“My Erudia army and people are united, who can defeat it?”

“The soldiers on the front are all good!”

…

Good news continued.

The overall victory of the two war zones gave Erudia enough confidence!

The people are no longer afraid, and they will find ways to support Erudia.

Messiah was stunned again.

Victory in the North?

It’s just that their headquarters doesn’t know anything…

No one can still be contacted now!

“No, Erudia has won consecutive victories. Both war zones have overthrown the entire army that
dominates the Alliance? How is this possible?”

“You said Erudia will not come back, right?”

“It took me a lot of effort to escape from Erudia and join Dongdao! Erudia is about to come back.
Am I embarrassed?”

…

See Erudia’s continuous good news.

Those people who escaped from Erudia and quit Erudia nationality were dumbfounded.

Including Zhang Wentao, Li Songkui and a large group of people.

“No? No? We just left, we are going to win?”

Zhao Junfei’s face was as uncomfortable as if she had eaten a fly.

If so.

They are embarrassed.

Li Wenhai smiled and said, “Don’t worry, it won’t!”

“The exact message I got is the distribution of forces that dominate the Alliance’s attack on Erudia.
The forces in the South and North are the

weakest!”

“The one remaining to attack the West is the strongest! Next is the Eastern Theater! These two
major theaters may be more than ten times stronger

than the North and the South! They are the real core!”

Li Wenfei echoed: “Wrong! The Eastern Frontier Theater is the most important thing. It is too close
to the capital! Once several lines of defense in

the Eastern Frontier Theater are broken, it will immediately threaten the capital!”

“If the Western Territory Theater is opened, it is equivalent to releasing three-quarters of Erudia to
the enemy! So Erudia will not be able to prevent

these two major war areas anyway!”

…

After listening, everyone breathed a sigh of relief.

“Don’t worry, so don’t worry!”

Zhao Jun and the others smiled.

As long as Erudia can’t stop it.

They are happy.

Their departure is meaningful.

This is the psychological thoughts of those who defected from Erudia.

…

The situation is really similar to what Li Wenhai and Li Wenfei analyzed.

The West and East are the key points!

Originally, Levi Garrison could surprise soldiers and hit them by surprise.

But now, the forces that dominate the alliance in the east and west also know that Erudia has a
super power.

They are already prepared.

Richard and the others have strengthened their power to dominate the alliance.

All the cards that should be played have been dealt out.

In order to target the surprise soldiers led by Levi Garrison.

Now dominating the Alliance, Messiah, and even the whole world are speculating.

Where will the surprise soldiers led by Levi Garrison attack next?

East or West?

